SUMMER 2019 BOOK LIST

THIS BOOK LIST MAY BE REVISED AT A LATER DATE. CONSULT YOUR CLASS SYLLABUS FOR THE LATEST TEXT BOOK INFORMATION.

For pricing information please contact the University Bookstore, located on the lower level of the Marvin Center (on 21st St. between H & I St.).

---

6230-30 Evidence

6250-30 Corporations
Required: Klein, Ramseyer, and Bainbridge, Business Associations: Cases and Materials on Agency, Partnerships, LLCs, and Corporations (Foundation Press 9th ed.)
Recommended: Klein, Ramseyer, and Bainbridge, Supplement to Business Associations: Cases and Materials on Agency, Partnerships, and Corporations (Foundation Press)

6342-30 Trusts and Estates

6400-30 Administrative Law

6640-30 Trial Advocacy

6646-30 Mediation

6648-30 Negotiations